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Biography -  Summary of trajectory 

Jaime del Val is a transdisciplinary meta-media artist, philosopher, 

activist, promotor of the Metabody Project, Forum and Institute, the 

Multiplicity University, the Metamedialab, the Metatopia 

environments and the non profit organisation Reverso. With 

background mostly in music as well as dance, visual arts, philosophy, 

architecture and performance. After studying in London Jaime spent 

a brief period of activity as artist in Florence.  

Since 2000 Jaime is based mostly in Madrid and develops 

transdisciplinary projects in the transvergence of arts (dance, 

performance, architecture, visual and media arts, music), 

technologies, critical theory and activism in hybrid formats of performance and participatory 

installation, called metamedia metaformance, focusing on redefining perceptual structures rather than 

content, producing metamediums or perceptual architectures with a focus on indeterminacy, and 

interweaving embodied practices, site specific and bodyspecific work, theory, activism, practical and 

experiential workshops, and the organisation of events in novel formats.  

Jaime's projects propose redefinitions of embodiment, perception and public space that challenge 

contemporary control society as well as normative conceptions of affect, sex, gender and ability, and 

have been presented with over 100 performancs and installations in over 50 cities of 25 countries, 

across Europe, North and South America Asia as well as Asia and Africa, mostly under the collective 

REVERSO.  

The recent evolution of these projects led to the Multiannual European Culture project with a 2 million 

euro fund from the EU commission, coordinated by Jaime with a network of 38 partners from 16 

countries. As part of Metabody Jaime has organised over 20 international Forums and coodinated over 

60 research projects. The project continues with the Metabody Forum, the Multiplicity University, the 

Metamedialab and the Metatopia environments. 

Jaime's philosophical work, associated to the artistic creation, has 

been published in over 30 essays  in journals such as  Performance 

Research - Routledge, Leonardo and others, and two books are 

being prepared for publicaction. Jaime has edited the Journals 

Reverso and Metabody, is member of the organizing committee of 

the Beyond Humanism Conference series, and has given over 100 

lectures in Universities like U.C Berkeley, Stanford, MIT Medialab, 

Duke University, Yale, Cambridge and others. Jaime has imparted 

over 60 artist's workshops in 25 countries.  

Furthermore as pianist and composer Jaime has recorded 12 CD's 

with over 300 works. Jaime's interests as activist have been elaborated since 1997 in relation to 

numerous environmental, lgbtq and Occupy movements, some of which Jaime has coordinated at 

national level, and which have resonated with the creative and theoretical work. In 2008 Jaime was 

chosen by El Pais as one of the 100 Iberoamericans of the year, described as: “one of the most 

outstanding examples of an artist concerned with all art forms and with the problems of his time… a 

clear example of how it’s possible to change the world through art”. 

 

 



STATEMENT 

 

Over the past 20 years my work has explored the body as movement and the 

ontological dimension of perception (how it creates worlds and forms of life and how it 

can be radically transformed), in the relation between gesture and emergent space, 

light and depth, temporality and indeterminacy, in an exploration of emergent 

perceptions and the amorphous, from the first works in painting and etching, and in 

parallel in musical composition, electracoustics and dance, through photographic 

experiments with macros and long exposures of bodies moving, through video and life 

video processing, to interactive dance/performance projects evolving since 2003 

where movement generates emergent digital architectures, always involving 

electroacoustic sound and spatialisation.  

In 2007 a new turn happened with the Microsexes project, a turn from performance to 

metaformance, with the focus in the internal experience of perceptual modification, 

since then I have explored numerous formats for involving audiences in such an 

experience, from urban interventions to intimate one to one encounters.  

The two parallel meta projects evolving since 2003: one related to macro (extreme 

closeup) images of the body, the other to trails of movements that generate a 

temporal space, came together in 2013 in the Metabody project, taking further 

previous experiences in digital architecture, life video, and sound, by elaborating also 

physical wearable architectures, metatopias as indeterminate non-cartesian spaces, as 

well as movement techniques for illegible behaviours which generate space.  

The projects foreground an indeterminate perceptual experience, away from 

spectacular and perspectival screens and frames of observation, exploring alien and 

intimate relations, where bodies hover on the edge of the intelligible, reappropriating 

the body at the level of perception, and with it public space, promoting a freedom of 

formlessness in a era of ubiquitous surveillance that operates through dynamic 

patternmaking by formatting perceptions and behaviours. 

Evolving over long periods my projects are more instruments than works, they are 

metamediums, meta-architectures understood as perceptual architectures subject of 

informing endless other mediums and modes of relation across all spectrums of the 

social, individual and planetary. They are about regaining an indeterminate sense of 

movement and relation in the era of algorithmic control. 

Like Renaissance perspective generated an algorithmic mode of life that traverses 

almost every medium and organisation, I propose an art of metamediums, of 

antiperspectival machines with which to reinvent perception towards more open life 

forms.   



PORTFOLIO OF RECENT W ORK 

 

METATOPIA 

 
METATOPIA is a nomadic, interactive & performative environment for outdoors & 

indoors spaces that merges dynamic physical & digital architectures, with 3D and 

multisensory immersion, focusing on indeterminacy, unpredictability and open-ended 

relation to bodies and surrounding environment, an indeterminate space of emergent 

behaviours and movements that defies prediction and control in the Big Data Era.  

www.metatopia.eu 

Ongoing: 2015-2017 

www.metatopia.eu


 

 

 



AMORPHOGENESIS 

 

 

 

Amorphogenesis is a digital architecture project in which sensors distributed on the 

skin interface with digital amorphous non-cartesian architectures which emerge from 

movement and are never actualised as digital extensive space to navigate, avoiding 

manual control and perspectival, representational choreographies. The amorphous 

architectures will be richer in variations the more diverse tiltings and microchanges in 

acceleration happen in combination of different parts of the body, thereby inviting the 

intra-active exploration of movements, kinaestehtic sensations, now expanding the 

proprioceptive swarm in the alloceptive body of digital architecture and spatialised 

sound, through non-centralised, multilayered "orchestral" mappings of parameters of 

movement, image and sound, that generate always unpredictable combinations 

inviting disalignments. The interface becomes an intrabody in so far as it avoids 

establishing a hierarchy or centre of control and affords a proliferation of 

proprioceptive/alloceptive swarms while enacting a non-cartesian account of intra-

active space. 

http://metabody.eu/amorphogenesis/ 

Ongoing: 2003-2017 

 

http://metabody.eu/amorphogenesis/


 

 

 



MICROSEX ES 

 

Microsexes is a Metaformance – ongoing process of transformation of perception in which 

surveillance cameras placed on the skin become the eyes of the body, undoing the usual 

perceptual framing and with it the conditions of possibility of form and identity. The voice is 

processed life and becomes an amorphous alien spatialised  soundscape. Microsexes may 

happen as urban intervention, indoors performance or one to one encounter. 

www.microsex.org 

Ongoing: 2007-2017 

www.microsex.org


 

 

 

 



DISALIGNMENTS 
Urban interventions based on movement improvisations.  

http://metabody.eu/desalineamientos/ 

Ongoing: 2013-17 

 

 

 

 

http://metabody.eu/desalineamientos/


 

METAKINESPHERE 
First series of wearable architectures. 

http://metabody.eu/metakinesphere/ 

2014-15 

 

 

 

 

 

http://metabody.eu/metakinesphere/


 

 

 

 



 

METADRESS 
Prototype for wearable architecture. 

http://metabody.eu/an-interactive-mobile-architecture/#metadress 

 

2015 

 

 

 

 

http://metabody.eu/an-interactive-mobile-architecture/%23metadress


 

METABODY 
 

The Multiannual EU project in the frame of which I have developed my recent work, 

as well as transdisciplinary research and exhibition formats . 

 

http://www.metabody.eu 

2013-2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.metabody.eu/


 

SOME  EARLIER W ORKS 
 

 

Generative architectures - 2003-2010 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



European teleplateaus 2008-2010 

Disorientations - Amorphogenesis 

Design of two interactive environments for the EU project European Teleplateaus, 
with Telematic connection of 4  European cities. I explored concepts of abstract 
telepresence and abstract avatars.  

 

 

 

 



Subliminal Body - 2006 

Interactive Installation with l ive v ideo processing in which the image of interactors discovers layers of hidden 
images behind images. 

 

Thresholds - Interactive Installation - life v ideo processing - 2004 

Interactive installation with life v ideo processing, in which the movement of the audience generates evanescent 
trails,  a potential space emerging from movement. 



Thresholds - Interactive Installation - life v ideo processing - 2004-2006 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MORPHOGENESIS - interactive dance performance - 2003 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mocrodances  - v ideo 2003 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Microsexes - Photography  - 2002 

Macros: extreme closeups of the body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Disolution of the multiple body - Photography  2001 

Long exposures of the moving body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Painting and etching 1997-2000 

The first works in painting and etching I already explored the relation between gesture 

and emergent space, light and depth, temporality and indeterminacy, in an exploration 

of emergent perceptions and the amorphous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


